ECE Graduate Student Association (ECEG)

Sep 1, 2020
Mission

Improving the overall educational experience by:

➢ Increasing the interactions between students and faculty members.

➢ Facilitating networking between academia and industry.

➢ Representing the interests of the ECE graduate students.

➢ Consulting with the department regarding issues of importance to our students.
The Executive Team (2020-2021)

President: Nima Sarajpoor (nima.sarajpoor1@ucalgary.ca)

VP- Student Life: Ayush Malik
VP- Communication: Hossein Karimi
VP- Academic: Alhamd Khan

❖ Vacant Positions
* VP- Finance ?
* VP- External ?
* VP- Operation ?
Activities

* Inviting speakers for a lecture on a topic
  - Oba on MITACS
  - Lectures on Optics
  - Intelligent Investment (Haskayne Business School)

* Professional development events:
  - The Hunter Hub for Entrepreneurial Thinking
  - Financial Planning for Graduate Students

* Combined Events with Computer Science Dept.
  - Startup challenges and solutions (lecturer from Haskayne Business School)
  - Session to Create collaboration opportunities

* Social events: COVID-19 (!)
  - FIFA World Cup
  - LDL Party
Ideas for upcoming events:

* Inviting professionals from industry to talk about?
  - Topic? (General or Specific ?)
  - Do you know someone? Let us know please!

* [online] Chess game competition ?

* Programming Contest?

* Series of Workshops on Investment/Negotiation?

Next Step: Taking a Survey!
Labor Relation Committee (LRC)- NEW!

President: Brit Paris (lrc.gsa@ucalgary.ca)

Engineering Rep.: Jacob Lamb (Jacob.lamb@ucalgary.ca)

* Wanting to know more about Collective Agreement?
* Having problems as a TA? (Hours? Duty? Expectations and Responsibilities? Payment?)

An upcoming joint event (ECEG-LRC)
Contact us:

nima.sarajpoor1@ucalgary.ca
eceg@ucalgary.ca

Follow us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/eceg.students

Learn more about us: http://www.ucalgary.ca/eceg